
 

 

Mondot wildFire Control System Data Sheet 

Mondot wildFire Control System (Mondot FCS) - Wildfire Early Detection, Remote Monitoring and 

Management System. 

Mondot FCS is an integrated solution, combining video surveillance system, server platform 

system and specialized software, geographic information system (GIS), security tools and data 

transmission channels into a single solution. 
 

Key functionality 

 automated fire detection at an early 

stage 

 link of camera view with information on 

interactive map 

 fire location (coordinates, azimuth) and 

fire area 

 automatic fire alarm 

 keeping a fire ticket where tasks are 

formulated and monitored 

 controlling over the forces and fire-fighting equipment 

 reporting 

 secure system access from any point 

of the globe 

 functional on different platforms 

without specialized software installed 

 fully-featured GIS (geographic 

information system) of the region level 

 

Mondot FCS is the unique cross-platform 

video surveillance and remote 

monitoring system allowing to handle 

unlimited number of cameras 

simultaneously. 

 

Mondot FCS project is aimed to save considerable money and to prevent forests from destruction by fire and 

illegal deforestation. 



 

 

 

 

Technical characteristics 

Viewing range of one camera Up to 35 km 

Guaranteed visibility of one camera Up to 18 km 

Recommended personnel 1 dispatcher for every 35 cameras 

Detection accuracy of fire/smoke (detected from two cameras) Less than 100 m 

Detection accuracy of fire/smoke (detected from one camera), 

distance to object up to 10 km 

Less than 150 m 

Number of users without installation of additional software for 

workplaces 

Unlimited 

Storage of archive records for cameras and system events Limited by storage capacity only 

(recommended 30 days) 

Recommended cameras AXIS  

optical  

Q6055-E / Q6155-E or higher 

bispectral 

Q8742-E 

GIS service GeoServer plus QGIS 

Client workstation platforms PC, Notebook, Netbook, Nettop, Tablet, 

Smartphone 

Supported OS for client workstations MS Windows, MacOS, Linux, iOS, Android, 

other open source systems 

Recommended bandwidth camera-server communication channel 2Mbps, load on channels from 512 Kbps 

Stable operation of smoke detection algorithm at wind speed Up to 10 m/s 

Video-wall without additional software installed More than 100 cameras 

Fitting high-rise constructions - towers of cellular operators (the most preferable), existing observation towers 

or newly installed high-rise constructions  

Simultaneous display on the monitor / video-wall of online video from an unlimited number of cameras in 

Mondot FCS user interface 

Vertical integration of regionally-distributed systems. Optionally, building of united information and situation 

awareness centre, including management of forces and fire-fighting equipment 

Quick connect employees of forestry departments, airbases and other agencies from anywhere and from any 

device to all dedicated cameras/functions. 

Steady operation of automatic smoke detection algorithm both for close and far distances 

Wide range of additional functionality, i.e. fire ticket, online management of forces and means, reporting 

system, etc. 

Mondot FCS operates with any monitoring tools (GLONASS / GPS trackers, thermal vision cameras, smoke 

sensors, etc.) and can be integrated with other systems 

 

Mondot offers software related services, such as project design phase support, system dimensioning, system 

architecture design 
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